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Characteristics and functions 
 
Autofocus automatic projector with structure in high-strength plastic with a 
brown / ivory-colored corrugated surface, uses LKM type loaders of 60 or 80 
slides or, alternatively, standard loaders of 36 or 50 slides mounted in 5x5cm 
frames. 
Standard lens supplied: Leitz-Colorplan 1: 2.5 / 90. 
 
Optional Leitz lenses are also available: 
ELMATIT-P 2,8/50 mm 
ELMARON 2,8/85 mm 
COLORPLAN-CF 2,5/90 mm 
ELMARON 2,8/120 mm 
ELMARON 3,2/150 mm 
 



 
During projection there is a high illumination of the slide thanks to the use of 
24V / 250W halogen lamps. The PRADOVIT 253 DU also has a 110 / 240V / 
50-60Hz voltage selector. The forced ventilation allows an excellent cooling of 
the lamp during the projection phase. 
The remote control (with cable) allows the slide to be forwarded / returned, 
manual adjustment of the focus - useful when using slides mounted in frames 
without glass, which tend to sag under the effect of the heat of the lamp; 
furthermore there is the possibility of projecting a luminous index - useful in 
conferences. 
It is possible to use the built-in timer from 3 to 30 seconds interval, which allows 
a fully automatic projection 
The PRADOVIT 253 DU is equipped with two adjustable front feet to obtain in 
perfect horizontal alignment and a vertical drawer that allows the slide to be 
extracted in projection - indispensable when a slide is positioned incorrectly in 
the loader (for example: in projection we have the sky below and the earth 
above!). 
Slide projector with built-in Triac that allows the use of two LEITZ PRADOVIT 
253 DU projectors in combination with the LEITZ DU-24 A cross-fade control 
unit. In this case the projection is fluid, without the annoying "black screen" 
during the transition from one slide to the other. 
Using the automatic command for fading D.U.-24 A for two projectors you have 
the possibility of recording on tape to make the projection completely automatic. 
 
 


